House of Worship

Video Wall
EASY-TO-INSTALL VIDEO DISPLAYS

Inspire and motivate your congregation with a vibrant display built
for tight budgets. Watchfire offers pre-assembled ReadyDisplays™
that combine premium LED technology with easy installation,
maintenance and affordability. These interior all-in-one LED video
walls are engineered to install quickly and impress instantly.
Replace outdated projection technology or add a new screen for
announcements, song lyrics or sermon points. ReadyDisplay by
Watchfire is a seamless, high contrast, glare-free digital display that
produces vivid content in any lighting situation.

EASY INSTALL
Available in a number of sizes, each ReadyDisplay is pre-assembled
and ships in one or two pieces, depending on the finished size. These
pieces are built to fit through most interior doors and lift quickly onto
a mounting system for single-day installation.

10' x 16'

8' x 15'
7' x 12'

SOFTWARE, INTEGRATION & STREAMING
Watchfire ReadyDisplays effortlessly integrate with new or existing
AV systems, live streaming setups and software packages. From
PowerPoint to ProPresenter and from no microphone to a complete
studio, our displays are built to last and grow with you.

IDEAL FOR SANCTUARIES & LOBBIES
A wayfinding display in the lobby may require a different resolution
and size compared to a display inside the sanctuary. Watchfire's
ReadyDisplays come in your choice of high resolution and size.

To learn more

Call 952-456-2575 or visit ThinkDigitalSigns.com

6' x 10'
5' x 8'

3' x 8'

Otter Creek
Assembly of God

Little Rock, AR

Indoor 4mm

7'7" x 15'2"
Otter Creek Assembly of God
has been ministering to a culturally and age-diverse
congregation for more than 23 years. Located in central
Little Rock, the church hosts an average of 600 congregants
at Sunday services, and also sponsors a mid-week service
and a robust children’s ministry.
Following the relocation of its baptistry, which had been in the center front of the church,
Pastor Sandra Tracy was looking to add a large screen that could be used to enhance praise and
worship services. Since the sanctuary already had large projection screens flanking each side,
Pastor Tracy initially considered adding another one in the center.
“We have a Watchfire monument sign in front of our building that we’ve been very happy with,
so we decided to do a cost and features comparison between a projection screen and a large,
high resolution digital message center,” Pastor Tracy explains.
After weighing the quality and expenses associated with each technology, the church decided
to install a large 4mm Watchfire message center. Otter Creek Assembly of God worked with
Anderson LED Signs of Jonesboro, Ark. Owner Greg Anderson conducted an onsite demo with
a Watchfire sign to demonstrate the resolution, which made the decision easy.

“The resolution on our
Watchfire sign is as good
or better than any movie
theater.”
SANDRA TRACY | PASTOR
OTTER CREEK ASSEMBLY OF GOD
LITTLE ROCK, AR

“The images on the new sign are so crisp and clean that it puts the congregants right into the
picture,” said Pastor Tracy. “The resolution is as good or better than any movie theater.”
Anderson specified a Watchfire sign because of Watchfire’s proven reliability, and excellent
customer support and service. “This was a great decision by Otter Creek because the sign really
reflects how modern and cutting edge the church is,” said Anderson.
The new Watchfire sign works seamlessly with the church’s worship software program,
ProPresenter 6, so programming hymn lyrics, background images for sermons, and
announcement details is easy.
Best of all, the congregation loves the new sign. “The Watchfire sign has added to the quality of
our worship services,” said Pastor Tracy. “Not only does the congregation love it, all our pastors
do too because it makes their sermons more engaging.”
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